
Storyboards – 16:9

A Moment Away


A message from her friend with 
recommendations disappears (Snapchat)

Scene 2 :  Shot 2a
Skye's eyes get wide.

Scene 2 :  Shot 2a

Skye is sitting, looking at her phone confused 
and sighs.

Scene 2 :  Shot 1–2
Tom opens door, heads out, and skateboards 
away.

Scene 1  :  Shot 4

Grabs backpack and puts on table. Puts 
laptop in. Then grabs skateboard.

Scene 1  :  Shot 3
Tom at desk unable to connect to WiFi

Scene 1  :  Shot 1–1b
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Skye walks to coffee shop, embarrassed, but 
then turnsaround. They talk. 

Scene 3 :  Shot 6b – 8
They talk. Camera trucks to the coffee shop. 
Skye is looking at the coffee shop behind her, 
then turns to Tom,and speaks.

Scene 3 :  Shot 5a–6a

Skye looks around and sees Tom. Skye walks 
over to Tom and taps his shoulder.

Scene 3 :  Shot 4a–5
Skye's phone shuts off.

Scene 3 :  Shot 4

Tom gets off his skateboard, and sits outside 
of the coffeeshop. Skye walks by, looking at 
her phone. 

Scene 3 :  Shot 1–3
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Skye grabs her backpack from the floor next to 
her. Skye grabs her backpack from the floor 
next to her. 

Scene 2 :  Shot 3–4
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Skye stands up and walks away, answering 
the phone. Tom tries to connect to wifi again, 
drinks his latte.

Scene 4 :  Shot 6a–7
Skye walks back and tells him she needs to 
go, then takes herthings and walks away.

Scene 4 :  Shot 8

It reads ‘Mom’.
Scene 4 :  Shot 6

They talk until sky gets a phone call.
Scene 4 :  Shot 3–5

Tom walks out with 2 coffees, and goes to 
Skye. They talk, then go back to the table and 
sit down.

Scene 4 :  Shot 1–2
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Tom looks over at Skye while getting up and 
walking towards the coffe shop. Skye is 
confused. 

Scene 3 :  Shot 8a
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Skye goes to coffee shop, comes out with 
coffee then sits at thetable. Tom goes in the 
coffee shop, comes out with coffee, sees Skye 
at table, goes over and taps her shoulder.

Scene 9 :  Shot 1–3
Skye goes to table with a coffee and sits down. 
She looksaround for a moment then gets up 
and walks away. Moments later Tom sits at the 
table, takes out his lap top and looks around.

Scene 8 :  Shot 1 – 3

Tom walks in coffee shop, while Skye  
goes out.

Scene 7 :  Shot 1
Skye pulls up her hoodie, looks away from 
coffee shop. Tomskateboards passed her, 
looks at table, then continues on.

Scene 6 :  Shot 1

Skye walks quickly past coffee shop, stops to 
tie her shoes. Tomskateboards past her from 
a short distance.

Scene 5 :  Shot 1
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Skye yells from distance, Tom yells back asking 
for her name.

Scene 4 :  Shot 9
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They talk, shake hands, stare at each other for a 
moment, then chuckle and smile.

Scene 9 :  Shot 3


